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**Status:** Closed  
**Priority:** Normal  
**Assignee:** Victor Julien  
**Category:**  
**Target version:** 6.0.0rc1  
**Affected Versions:**  
**Difficulty:**  
**Effort:**  
**Label:**  

**Description**
If we have a reputation based list with the format hash, reputation, Suricata should warn/error on non integer value. For example if we have:

86693cd03002dab7cef598e8237b257ec1a872f30300e4390ba9b1584b4ea0f0,5.0

from Victor:
"Reputation is an int, not a float. So just use 0, 1, 600, etc."

**Related issues:**
Copied from Bug #3241: Dataset reputation invalid value logging

**History**

- **#1 - 04/27/2020 10:46 AM - Victor Julien**
  - Copied from Bug #3241: Dataset reputation invalid value logging added

- **#2 - 04/27/2020 10:47 AM - Victor Julien**
  [https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/4888](https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/4888)

- **#3 - 04/27/2020 11:51 AM - Victor Julien**
  - Status changed from In Review to Closed
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